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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on the use of reinforcement learning (RL) as a machine-learning (ML) modeling tool for near-wall turbulence. RL has
demonstrated its effectiveness in solving high-dimensional problems, especially in domains such as games. Despite its potential, RL is still
not widely used for turbulence modeling and is primarily used for flow control and optimization purposes. A new RL wall model (WM)
called VYBA23 is developed in this work, which uses agents dispersed in the flow near the wall. The model is trained on a single Reynolds
number (Res ¼ 104) and does not rely on high-fidelity data, as the backpropagation process is based on a reward rather than an output error.
The states of the RLWM, which are the representation of the environment by the agents, are normalized to remove dependence on the
Reynolds number. The model is tested and compared to another RLWM (BK22) and to an equilibrium wall model, in a half-channel flow at
eleven different Reynolds numbers {Res 2 ½180; 1010�}. The effects of varying agents’ parameters, such as actions range, time step, and spac-
ing, are also studied. The results are promising, showing little effect on the average flow field but some effect on wall-shear stress fluctuations
and velocity fluctuations. This work offers positive prospects for developing RLWMs that can recover physical laws and for extending this
type of ML models to more complex flows in the future.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0147570

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) techniques have been widely used
recently in lots of various domains, including robotics,1 cybersecurity,2

biology,3 games,4 and others. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
has not been spared. ML has been applied for turbulence modeling,5–7

flow control,8,9 reduced-order modeling,10 optimization,11–13 model
discovery,14,15 among others. An overview of ML applications in CFD
can be found in Refs. 16–19.

ML elicits as much attention as it does criticism in the turbulence
community. First, ML is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) that
focuses on the development of algorithms and statistical models that
enable computers to learn from and make predictions or decisions
based on data, without being explicitly programed to do so. ML
encompasses a broad spectrum of techniques, ranging from the
straightforward, such as linear regression, to the highly complex, such
as reinforcement learning (RL). Within the context of turbulence
modeling, the term “machine learning” often involves regression,
for which the most commonly used tool is the feed-forward neural
network (FNN). This type of network processes information in a

unidirectional manner, flowing from input nodes through hidden
nodes to output nodes.

ML is often seen as a highly effective and versatile solution, and it
is applied to a wide range of problems. In the context of modeling, ML
is frequently perceived as a method for discovering the ideal model
from data, without the need for prior hypotheses, at the expense of
physical consideration.20 ML is frequently referred to as a “black box”
because it is difficult to understand the connection between the inputs
and the predictions produced by the model. This makes it challenging
to form a simplified explanation, or hypothesis, about the relationships
in the data. In contrast, traditional modeling techniques involve for-
mulating hypotheses based on observations in a given theoretical
framework, constructing a model that represents that hypothesis and
testing the model’s ability to predict phenomena in this framework.21

ML often bypass data observations to produce a model, resulting in a
lack of prior hypotheses and the discovery of multiple models that per-
form well on the training set but have unknown theoretical frame-
works. When applied to new data, these models often perform poorly
and produce unrealistic results,22 and we have limited control over the
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prediction. The solution in ML turbulence modeling involves incorpo-
rating physical knowledge to inform, constrain, and/or embed the
model.23,24 ML is commonly perceived as a model in and of itself, but
it is actually just a tool. A model should be based on true hypotheses
within a physical framework. This does not mean that ML cannot be
successful in turbulence modeling, as it is still in its early stages and
many possibilities have not been explored yet. Despite its limitations,
such as its black-box nature and limited extrapolation capabilities, ML
might have the potential to overcome these challenges through the use
of various types of neural networks.25–28 It is important to note that
the above-mentioned observations and criticisms about ML are not
applicable to all ML techniques and are more commonly made about
ML in general rather than specific ML methods.

This paper aims to use a specific ML tool, reinforcement learning
(RL), which has limited usage in turbulence modeling,22,25,29,30 but has
various applications in CFD for control and optimization.9,31 Novati
et al.29 were the first to use RL for predicting a sub-grid scale (SGS) tur-
bulence model in the context of large eddy simulations (LES), followed
by Refs. 25 and 30. Xiang et al.32 applied RL and accelerated conver-
gence of numerical solutions of the pressure Poisson equation with den-
sity discontinuities. Later, Bae and Koumoutsakos22 resorted to RL for
predicting wall-shear stress (sw) in the context of LES wall modeling.

RL is an ensemble of algorithms to solve optimization problems.
RL does not necessarily require high-fidelity data since the training is
done on the fly with a trial-and-error approach. Working directly with
a posteriori data greatly helps to generalize since the discrepancy
between a priori and a posteriori data (caused by, e.g., discretization
and filtering errors) is a main source of errors.33 The basic idea here is
to adjust an agent’s or agents’ behaviors in an environment to yield
desired outcomes.

In the context of LES wall modeling (WM), the WM is the agent,
the LES field is the environment, and the desired outcome is an accu-
rate wall-shear stress. The agent is able to learn a relevant policy to
maximize its long-term reward. The reward can be local or global,
coming from experiment, theory, or high-resolution data. In RL, the
reward, serving as the loss function, is not determined by comparing
predicted and true outputs, unlike in supervised learning.

RL seems promising in answering the two aforementioned con-
cerns: the “black-box” nature and the limited extrapolation capabili-
ties. Vadrot et al.34 gave promising clue to understand agents’
behavior and “predict the prediction” by looking at the states-action
map. Moreover, the involvement of physical consideration into RL
turbulence modeling is possible through the definition of states,
rewards, and actions. The states are the only information about the
environment that agents can see. By constraining the states, we can
embed physical knowledge in the representation of the environment
built by agents. Agents do not need to know all the flow field, and in
fact by doing so, we construct a too-specific model that will not be able
to adapt to other flows. Bae and Koumoutsakos22 compare the perfor-
mance of two models: the velocity-based WM and the log-law-based
WM. The latter, with states defined based on the intercept and slope
of the log law, achieved better generalization. However, it is not yet
perfect, a log-layer mismatch is shown in Ref. 34 at small and large
Reynolds numbers that does not result from directly using velocity at
the first off-wall grid point.35,36

The following paper aims to pursue this work in the context of
WM. Modeling near-wall turbulence is a key element for LES. WM

consists in a strong simplification of the flow behavior close to the
wall. The richness of turbulence composed of streaks and quasi-
streamwise vortices is reduced to a single value of the wall-shear stress
(sw). The outer-layer flow is used to predict the wall-shear stress (or
heat flux), which will be itself used to predict the outer-layer flow, fol-
lowing an iterative process. The most basic, yet widely used, form of
WM—equilibrium wall model (EWM)36–40—is based on a simplified
solution of fluid flow near the wall, in which all the non-equilibrium
terms (related to, e.g., pressure gradient, acceleration, and buoyancy)
are neglected. While EWM is generally effective in predicting the flow
behavior, including in non-equilibrium flows,41 its ability to accurately
capture strong non-equilibrium effects in certain flow scenarios can be
limited.42,43 Recent developments in wall modeling, e.g., the integral
WM,44 the non-equilibrium WM,45 the slip-WM,46,47 and the
Lagrangian relaxation toward equilibrium WM,43 seek improvements
by incorporating a lower level of simplifications. Further efforts are still
needed to better predict complex flows with separation, transition, and
heat transfer. ML has paved the way for a new branch of WM research
that promises to improve precision and complexity beyond what tradi-
tional wall modeling techniques can achieve. The ever-increasing
availability of high-fidelity simulation data48–50 has motivated the use
of machine-learning wall models (MLWMs). The past few years have
seen the development of a number of ML WMs.5,22,51–59 Yang et al.5

were the first to apply ML in WM using supervised MLWM trained at
Res ¼ 1000 to predict the wall-shear stress. Huang et al.51,52 built
upon Yang et al.’s5 WM to develop WMs that work well in a spanwise
rotating channel and in a channel with arbitrary (in terms of direction)
but small (in terms of magnitude) system rotation, while still recover-
ing the law of the wall in basic channels.34 Bin et al.60 employed a pro-
gressive learning approach that emulates the development of empirical
WM, gradually increasing the complexity of the flow. Our approach
follows a similar progressive methodology, now using RL. Our pri-
mary objective is to precisely capture the log law in equilibrium flows
prior to attempting more complicated flows. We think it is crucial to
proceed with care and not apply RL directly to complex flows without
progressively recovering physical laws.

The paper presents an improvement to the original reinforcement-
learning wall model (RLWM).22 The new model, named VYBA23, is
trained at a moderately high Reynolds number (Res ¼ 104) and uses
newly identified states to overcome the limitations of the original BK22
WM.22 This new model demonstrates a successful recovery of the law of
the wall, up to an extremely high Reynolds number (Res ¼ 1010).
Moreover, some aspects of RL, such as the impact of the distance
between agents, the time step between actions or the range of actions,
are still largely under-explored. This paper further investigates these
effects. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The computational
setup and RLWMs are detailed in Sec. II. The results are presented in
Sec. III, followed by an analysis in Sec. IV and concluding remarks
afterward.

II. WALL-MODELED LARGE EDDY SIMULATION
DETAILS
A. Flow configuration and flow solver numerics

The configuration is the half-channel flow. The domain size is
Lx � Ly � Lz ¼ 2pd� 2pd� 1d in the streamwise x, spanwise y, and
wall-normal z directions, where d is the half-channel height. The
flow is periodic in both the streamwise and the spanwise directions.
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A wall-shear stress boundary condition is imposed at z¼ 0 (wall), and
a symmetric condition is imposed at z ¼ d (at the half channel
height). The flow is driven by a constant pressure gradient in the x
direction. The friction Reynolds number is varied in the range
Res 2 ½180; 103; 2� 103; 5:2� 103; 104; 105; 106; 107; 108; 109; 1010�.
Note that the RLWM has been trained using only one Reynolds num-
ber within this range (Res ¼ 104) and then tested for all Reynolds
numbers.

We employ the open-source pseudo-spectral code LESGO, pub-
licly available at https://lesgo.me.jhu.edu.61 The code uses the spectral
method in the x and y directions and the second-order finite difference
method in the z direction. The computational domain is divided uni-
formly into Nx¼ 48, Ny¼ 48, and Nz¼ 48 grid points with the resolu-
tion of dx, dy, and dz in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The
grid planes are staggered in the vertical direction, with the first hori-
zontal velocity plane at a distance of dz=2 from the surface. The last
grid point is just above the physical domain, and therefore, Nz grid
points translate to a wall-normal grid spacing of Lz=ðNz � 1Þ. The
code has been well validated and extensively used in earlier research
publications.62–67 Furthermore, it has served as a ground for testing
SGS models and WMs.44,68–71 Available SGS models include the con-
stant coefficient,72 dynamic,73 Lagrangian dynamic74 Smagorinsky
models, and the minimum dissipation model (AMD).70,75 Available
WMs include EWM,35,68 the integral WM,44 the slip-WM,76 the
POD-inspired WM,77 the supervised MLWMs in Refs. 51 and 53, and
the RLWM in Ref. 22.

B. Wall models

Three WMs are considered, namely, the equilibrium wall model,
referred to as EWM,78 the RLWM in Ref. 22, referred to as BK22, and
the newly developed RLWM in this paper, referred to as VYBA23.
The first two models underwent a thorough comparative analysis in
Ref. 34. The latter will be thoroughly investigated and compared to
BK22WM.

1. Empirical WM, EWM

EWM imposes the following law of the wall locally and
instantaneously:

uþ ¼ 1
j
ln

z
z0

� �
; (1)

where uþ ¼ u=us is the inner scaled streamwise velocity, j � 0:4 is
the von K�arm�an constant, z0 ¼ � exp ð�jBÞ=us is a viscous scale, and
B � 5 is the intercept of the log law.79 The model reads

sw ¼ qu2s ¼ q
j~U LES

ln ðhwm=z0Þ

" #2
; (2)

where q is the fluid density, ULES is the LES horizontal velocity at a dis-
tance hwm from the wall, and ~ð�Þ denotes possible filtration opera-
tion.35 Equation (2) is implicit and must be solved iteratively. The
matching height hwm can be the first, second, or the nth off-wall grid
point.36,53 In this work, we place hwm at dz=2, i.e., the first off-wall grid
point, and filter the LES velocity to remove the log-layer mismatch.35

Here, the factor 1/2 is due to the use of a staggered grid.

2. Reinforcement-learning wall model, BK22

Figure 1 shows how the RLWM works. Bae and Koumoutsakos22

initialized their training with EWM-generated flow fields at
Res ¼ 2000, 4200, and 8000. The RLWM was trained using only the
initial EWM-generated fields as initial condition, after which it acted
independently without further guidance from the EWM-generated
fields. Several agents are inserted into the LES flow field, and these
agents modify flow fields in order to reach the best policy p. The opti-
mal policy is determined using a neural network featuring two hidden
layers, each with 128 neurons, which generate the policy’s mean value
and standard deviation. The network parameters have been optimized
using an off-policy actor-critic algorithm known as V-Racer, with
additional information available in Ref. 22. Specifically, the agent pro-
duces an action anðx; yÞ on its environment at the instant tn based on
an observation (the states sn) and a reward rn, causing the environment
to transition from states sn to states snþ1. The action is to increase or
decrease the predicted wall-shear stress by a factor of an as

swðx; y; tnþ1Þ ¼ anðx; yÞswðx; y; tnÞ: (3)

In Ref. 22, anðx; yÞ 2 ½0:9; 1:1�. We will test the effect of this range on
the predictions in Sec. III.

Each agent receives a reward computed as

rnðx; y; tnÞ ¼
jstruew � swðx; y; tnÞj � jstruew � swðx; y; tn�1Þj

struew
þ Bonus:

(4)

struew is the true mean wall-shear stress obtained from the equations
of motion for an unidirectional mean flow. The approach of converging
to the theoretical mean value is a common wall modeling strategy in
LES, such as the equilibrium wall model, which enforces the law of the
wall locally and instantaneously. Since LES involves unsteady and
dynamic processes, connecting the wall-shear stress with a fluctuating
LES velocity can result in varying wall-shear stress, even when the law
of the wall is imposed. The objective of RLWM is to accomplish the
same effect. In a channel flow, the mean wall-shear stress at the lower
wall (z¼ 0) is related to the mean streamwise pressure gradient as

struew ¼ �d
dp0
dx

: (5)

In LESGO, the flow is driven by a constant pressure gradients,
and struew is, thus, known. The bonus reward helps to accelerate the
convergence of the model if expressed as

Bonus¼
1�js

true
w �swðx;y; tnÞj

struew
; if jstruew �swðx;z; tnÞj=struew < 0:1;

0 otherwise:

8><
>:

(6)

It is worth noting that the agents in Fig. 1 are single-policy agents.
That means that from given states, all agents will predict the same
action.

In Ref. 22, two models are trained: one called the velocity wall
model (VWM) and one called the log-law wall model (LLWM). We
consider only LLWM, which was proven to have better extrapolation
capabilities because of its definition based on the empirical log law.
The states (s1 and s2) of LLWM are, respectively, defined as
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s1 ¼
1

jwm
¼ hwm

uswm

@u
@z

����
z¼hwm

; (7a)

s2 ¼ Bwm ¼
uLES
uswm
� 1

jwm
ln

hwmuswm

�

� �
; (7b)

where uLES ¼ uðhwmÞ is the streamwise LES velocity taken at hwm, and
uswm ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sw=q

p
is the model-computed friction velocity. We place the

matching location hwm at dz, i.e., between the first and the second off-
wall grid points, for ease of computing the velocity derivative. It may
be worth noting that the implementation of RLWM is not straightfor-
ward. The present model requires the coupling of an RL library, here
the Smarties library80 with the LES solver.

At first, BK22’s results are recovered from this newly coupling
between LESGO and the Smarties libraries. Training is performed on
Res ¼ 104. The results are displayed in Fig. 2. The same log-layer mis-
match at large Reynolds numbers is observed for both models. At low
Reynolds numbers, the log-layer mismatch is suppressed for the newly
trained model. The models under comparison have identical states,
rewards, and actions. The differences arise from the Reynolds number
used in the training, which is slightly higher in our study, and from
the specific RL settings. It is worth noting that the choice of solver may
also contribute to differences since the BK22 model was initially
trained using a solver with a second-order finite difference spatial

scheme, whereas it is now tested in a pseudo-spectral code. A compari-
son with the original paper22 can be found in Ref. 34.

3. Reinforcement-learning wall model, VYBA23

The newly developed RLWM is based on the exact same RL algo-
rithm as in Ref. 22. It is designed to address the limitations of BK22
WM at high Reynolds numbers. The states in Eqs. (7a) and (7b) need
to be corrected to achieve this. The limitations of BK22 WM are dis-
cussed in Ref. 34. This issue arises from the rotation of the neutral line
in the states-action map. The neutral line is defined as

uþLES � uþLL ¼ 0: (8)

Here, uþLL is the velocity obtained from the log law with j ¼ 0:4
and B¼ 5. Both velocities are evaluated at the matching location hwm.
Equation (8) can be explicitly expressed from explicit quantities j,
jwm, B, Bwm, and hwm as

1
jwm

ln ðhþwmÞ þ Bwm �
1
j
ln ðhþwmÞ þ B

� �
¼ 0: (9)

For states located above this neutral line, the velocity is larger than the
log-law value. Given these states, the RLWM should ideally generate
an action an > 1. By doing so, the wall-shear stress would increase,

FIG. 1. Several single-policy agents are
distributed in the (x, y) plane at hwm.
Reprinted with permission from H. J. Bae
and P. Koumoutsakos, Nat. Commun. 13,
1443 (2022). Copyright 2022 Authors,
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.

FIG. 2. Mean streamwise velocity �uþ as a function of the wall-normal direction zþ at 11 Reynolds numbers between Res ¼ 180 and 1010. (a) BK22 tested in LESGO (Ref.
22) and (b) retrained RLWM in LESGO. DNS result at Res ¼ 5200 is included for comparison purposes.50 The log law corresponds to j ¼ 0:4 and B¼ 5.
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which is anticipated to result in a drop in the local velocity, thereby
bringing down the velocity to the log-law value. On the contrary, given
states below the neutral line, the RLWM should ideally generate an
action an < 1 to bring up the velocity to the log-law value. The reader
will notice that RL models are amenable to physical interpretation.
Visualizing the states-action map plot can help address the “black-
box” criticism frequently attributed to ML models, as it enables a
better comprehension of the learned policy of agents and its physical
interpretation.

Figure 3(a) displays the states-action map at Res ¼ 1010 for
BK22 WM. When increasing the Reynolds number, the neutral line
rotates in counterclockwise and rotation saturates at large Reynolds
numbers, explaining the saturating log-layer mismatch. This rotation
is caused by the decrease in the slope of the neutral line
�1=½ln ðdz=dÞ þ ln ðResÞ� for increasing Res (see Ref. 34 for further
details).

To solve this issue, we propose to normalize the first state to
remove the dependency on hþwm. If so, an agent trained for an arbitrary
Reynolds number could be able to extrapolate to any unseen Reynolds
number. We propose the following expression for the first state s1

s1 ¼
1

jwm
� 1

j

� �
ln ðhþwmÞ: (10)

Now, the first state depends on the value of j, but the neutral lines of
the states-action map collapse into a single line whatever the Reynolds
number is [see Fig. 3(b)]. The value of j in the log law is not universal
and can depend on various factors, such as the Reynolds number, sur-
face roughness, and boundary layer type. Empirical studies have sug-
gested values of j ranging from 0.36 to 0.44, with values around 0.4
being commonly used as a default value.81

The parameters that are defined for agents in the context of
multi-agents RLWM include the action range (Da), where an falls
within the range ½1� Da; 1þ Da�, the time step between actions (Dt),
and the horizontal (Dx) and vertical (Dy) distances between agents.
During the training of VYBA23 WM, the parameters specified in
Table I were used. The impact of these parameters on the flow will
be examined in Sec. III. VYBA23 WM was trained from an LES at

Res ¼ 104 using EWM, but this process was challenging and time-
consuming. The training involved coupling the RL library, Smarties,
which is coded in Cþþ, with the Fortran-based CFD solver LESGO.
Achieving proper convergence required a significant amount of trial
and error with hundreds of simulations and millions of policy gradient
updates. It is worth noting that some models may not converge, and
several models with different reward functions were trained before set-
tling on the VYBA23 model.

III. RESULTS

We trained a new RLWM, namely, VYBA23, using the new
expression for the first state [Eq. (10)] and based on parameters from
Table I. In this section, we evaluate this model. BK22 WM (Ref. 22)
and EWM (Ref. 36) are sometimes shown for comparison.

A. The effect of reinforcement-learning wall models

Figures 4 and 5 show instantaneous snapshots of the contours of
streamwise velocity fluctuations at, respectively, the first off-grid point
wall and at z=d ¼ 0:5. The friction Reynolds number is equal to 105.
The flow fields are alike between EWM,36 BK22,22 and VYBA23. The
flow is composed of high-intense small-scale turbulent structures in
the near-wall region and of large-scale streaks at z=d ¼ 0:5. For all the
three WMs, both intensity and scale-sizes are similar.

Figure 6 displays the mean velocity profiles. VYBA23 WM cap-
tures properly the log law when the matching location hwm is in the
log layer (i.e., at Res ¼ 180, the prediction is above the DNS profile).
VYBA23 WM outperforms BK22 WM (Ref. 22) (Fig. 2), providing an
accurate prediction of the log law outside of its training range
(Res ¼ 104), in high Reynolds numbers channel flows (up to
Res ¼ 1010).

FIG. 3. (a) States-action map at Res ¼ 1010 for BK22 WM. The action contours show in red the increasing actions and in blue decreasing actions. The neutral lines are,
respectively, plotted at Res ¼ 105 and 1010. (b) States-action map with the new state s1 ¼ ð1=jwm � 1=jÞ ln ðhþwmÞ. The neutral line is identical for all Res.

TABLE I. Details of VYBA23.

WM Da Dt Dx Dy Nagents Training Res

VYBA23 0.10 10dt 3dx 3dy 256 104
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Figure 7 displays the root mean square (rms) value of the velocity
fluctuations uþrms for EWM, BK22, and VYBA23WMs.

The recent DNS and experimental studies of boundary-layer
flows at high Reynolds numbers have revealed an outer peak in uþ

2

rms in
addition to the inner peak.79,82 Here, the inner peak cannot be
observed, and the outer peak is barely noticeable. The explanations for
this are provided below. The bump caused by the outer layer peak is
visible at z=d � 0:1. However, none of WMs capture this bump, likely
due to insufficient resolution to accurately represent the outer peak.
The inner peak is located at around zþ � 15 within the buffer layer,
while the outer peak emerges at approximately zþ � 3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Res
p

for high
Reynolds numbers,79 corresponding to z=d ¼ 3=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Res
p

. For Res ¼ 104,
the outer peak is at z=d � 0:03. As the Reynolds number increases, the
outer peak moves closer to the wall in terms of z=d. Since the grid reso-
lution in WMLES is coarse, a typical WMLES does not resolve either
the inner or outer peaks. From the outer peak toward the channel cen-
ter, the streamwise velocity rms scales as

uþ
2

rms � ln ðd=zÞ: (11)

FIG. 4. Contours of the fluctuating streamwise velocity in the x–y plane at the first off-wall grid point z ¼ dz=2. The flow is at Re ¼ 105. (a) EWM,36 (b) BK22,22 and (c)
VYBA23. The grid resolution is Nx � Ny � Nz ¼ 483.

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 4 but at z=d ¼ 0:5.

FIG. 6. Mean streamwise velocity �uþ as a function of the wall-normal direction zþ

at 11 Reynolds numbers between Res ¼ 180 and 1010 for VYBA23 WM. DNS
result at Res ¼ 5200 is included for comparison purposes.50 The log law corre-
sponds to j ¼ 0:4 and B¼ 5.
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This scaling is independent of the Reynolds number, which is
why the WMLES-predicted uþrms collapses at sufficiently high
Reynolds numbers. The curve at Res ¼ 180 differs from the others
because the Reynolds number is too low.

It is important to note that in this study, each LES was carefully
checked for statistical convergence by examining the convergence of
kinetic energy and the stress balance. It is well established that once
equilibrium is reached, the total stress, which is the sum of the filter
(modeled) and resolved stresses, becomes a linear function of the wall-
normal distance. Figure 8 demonstrates the successful convergence of
the total stress for Res ¼ 108. The figure shows that the total stress
obtained almost perfectly overlaps with the ideal total stress.

B. Further results

In order to assess the impact of agents’ parameters on the results,
various combinations were tested by varying the agents’ spacing (Dx
and Dy), the range of actions (Da), and the time step (Dt). The tested
combinations are listed in Table II. Figure 9 illustrates the influence of
Da; Dt, and Nagents on the log-layer mismatch. A 5% error in the pre-
dicted wall-shear stress is expected due to a 2.5% uncertainty in the
von K�arm�an constant j.5 This translates to about 1–2 plus units in the

context of log-layer mismatch. The log-layer mismatch problem that
was identified in BK22 WM (Ref. 34) has been addressed, with most
of the parameters of the agents having limited impact on the mean
velocity distribution. The only exception is when the time step between
actions becomes too large (Dt > 10dt). That strengthens the reliability
of RLWM methods, where the mean field is largely unchanged by the
agents’ parameters. However, the parameters may still affect the
higher-order statistics of the flow, particularly the fluctuations in the
wall-shear stress. RLWM adjusts the wall-shear stress to match its true
mean value [as shown in Eq. (5)], leading to varying levels of fluctua-
tions depending on the choice of agents’ parameters. It is acknowl-
edged that fluctuations of the wall-shear stress can have a significant
impact on the flow.83 The selection of agents’ parameters provides a
great deal of flexibility (as seen in Fig. 10).

The fluctuations of the wall-shear stress decrease as the friction
Reynolds number increases. This can be explained by rewriting Eq. (2)
as

sw ¼ qu2s ¼ q
j~U LES

ln ðhþwmÞ þ B

" #
: (12)

Wall-shear fluctuations depend on 1=ðln ðhþwm þ BÞ that causes the
wall-shear fluctuations decrease for increasing Reynolds numbers. The
range and time step of actions are the most influential parameters,
with fluctuations increasing with range and decreasing with time step.
The impact of agents’ spacing on the wall-shear stress fluctuations is
minimal, as states are likely to be similar between two agents and

FIG. 7. Root mean square of the streamwise velocity fluctuation uþrms as a function of the wall-normal co-ordinate z=d plotted for between Res ¼ 180 and 1010. (a) EWM,36

(b) BK22,22 and (c) VYBA23. DNS data at Res ¼ 1000 and Res ¼ 5200 are included for comparison.49,50

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of the normalized total and partial shear stress for Res

¼ 108 VYBA23 WM.

TABLE II. Test of VYBA23 WM with different running settings.

Da Dt Dx Dy Nagents

0.10 10dt 3dx 3dy 256
0.10 10dt 3dx 6dy 128
0.10 10dt 6dx 6dy 64
0.05 10dt 3dx 3dy 256
0.025 10dt 3dx 3dy 256
0.10 dt 3dx 3dy 256
0.10 5dt 3dx 3dy 256
0.10 20dt 3dx 3dy 256
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adding an agent between them would not result in significant differ-
ences compared to the interpolation of the wall-shear stress. The opti-
mal setting to match filtered DNS based on wall-shear stress
fluctuations results is ðDa; Dt; Dx; DyÞ ¼ ð0:10; 5dt; 3dx; 3dyÞ.
However, it is important to note that this choice may be influenced by
the numerical schemes used.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we pursue a physical interpretation of the RL WM
results, a task that is typically challenging and not frequently under-
taken in other ML investigations. This RL approach is designed in a
simple way to control the wall-shear stress and has a limited number of
states, allowing for easy visualization of the actions in a 2D plot. This is
not the case for many other RL models with numerous states, nor for
most supervised models that have multiple features, making it challeng-
ing to visualize in 2D spaces, and for which, other methods, such as the
Shapley additive explanations tool (SHAP), need to be used.

Agents learnt a policy through experiences at a Reynolds number
of 104. They learnt to make decisions regarding the wall-shear stress
using only the local values of jwm and Bwm to align with the log law.

If the velocity, uþLES, exceeds the log-law velocity, uþLL, the agents act to
increase the wall-shear stress to bring the velocity back to the log-law
profile. Conversely, if the velocity is below the average, the agents
decrease the wall-shear stress. The normalization of the first state com-
pensates for an increase in the Reynolds number. The difference
between 1=jwm and 1=j is weighted with ln ðhþwmÞ to correct the rota-
tion of the neutral line in the states-action map, rather than using raw
1=jwm. The states-space is designed to be replicable for Reynolds
numbers outside the training range, with the exception of when hþwm is
located in the buffer or viscous layers, in which case VYBA23 WM
overpredicts the velocity. Figure 11 illustrates the agents’ policy at
Reynolds numbers 180, 103, 105, and 1010. The cluster of points in the
states-action map spreads along the neutral line as the Reynolds num-
ber increases, due to the increase in hþwm. Despite the wider spread of
the cluster of points when compared to the learnt case (Res ¼ 104),
the policy of VYBA23 WM remains consistent for higher Reynolds
numbers.

Additionally, the performance of the agents’ policies can be eval-
uated using quantitative measures, such as precision and recall,
defined as follows:

FIG. 9. Log-layer mismatch in inner units as a function of the friction Reynolds number Res for BK22 (Ref. 22) and VYBA23. The agents’ parameters are tested individually by
changing one parameter at a time while keeping the others at their baseline configuration (Da ¼ 0:10; Dt ¼ 10dt, and Nagents ¼ 256, see Table I). The baseline log law is
ln ðzþÞ=jþ B with j ¼ 0:4 and B¼ 5.
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precisionðan > 1Þ ¼ true positive
true positiveþ false positive

¼ instances of A
instances of Aþ instances of C

;

recallðan > 1Þ ¼ true positive
true positiveþ false negative

¼ instances of A
instances of Aþ instances of B

:

(13)

Similarly, precision and recall can also be defined for action an < 1.
Accuracy can be calculated as

Accuracy ¼ instances of A andD
all instances

: (14)

The results of these measures are presented in Table III at Reynolds
numbers of 180, 103, 105, and 1010. VYBA23WM consistently demon-
strates higher precision, recall, and accuracy levels compared to BK22
WM.22 Although there is a slight decrease in performance at Reynolds
number of 1010, the results are still largely satisfactory.

The agents’ action amplitude and time step have a similar impact
on wall-shear stress fluctuations (see Fig. 10). To find a similarity

between these two parameters, we derived an equation showing that
the ratio of action amplitude to time step must be the same for both
WMs.

Considering two RLWMs 1 ðDa ¼ a1; Dt ¼ b1dtÞ and 2
ðDa ¼ a2; Dt ¼ b2dtÞ, between t and t þ dt, the agents act on the
shear stress as

stþdt ¼ ð1þ a1Þdt=ðb1dtÞst ¼ ð1þ a2Þdt=ðb2dtÞst ; (15)

so that

1
b1

ln ð1þ a1Þ ¼
1
b2

ln ð1þ a2Þ: (16)

Considering that a1 � 1,

a1
b1
¼ a2

b2
: (17)

We tested this rule for two cases of action amplitude ratios
(a1=a2 ¼ 2 and a1=a2 ¼ 10). The results are quite conclusive since
curves overlap in both cases (see Fig. 12). However, it is more compu-
tationally efficient to increase the action range rather than the time
step to have consistent effects.

FIG. 10. Evolution of wall-shear stress fluctuations for VYBA23, EWM (Ref. 36), and filtered DNS.35 DNS are filtered with a top-hat filter. The agents’ parameters are tested
individually by changing one parameter at a time while keeping the others at their baseline configuration (Da ¼ 0:10; Dt ¼ 10dt, and Nagents ¼ 256, see Table I).
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It is crucial to be mindful of the consequences of changing both
the action range and time step on the flow field, as these changes can
impact the Reynolds-number similarity, as shown in Figs. 13–15.
Although the curves follow a very similar trend and almost collapse, it
is noted that all three parameters have an effect on it. A reduction in
the action range leads to more similar results, while for the number of
agents or the time step, there is likely an optimal value somewhere in
the middle of the tested range. Based on these results, it is recom-
mended to reduce the action range or to set the time step to Dt ¼ 5dt,
which results in wall-shear stress fluctuations that are closer to the fil-
tered DNS (Fig. 10), less log-layer mismatch (Fig. 9), and less impact
on the Reynolds number independence of velocity fluctuations (Fig.
14). However, the relationship between agent’s parameters and
Reynolds-number similarity is not yet well understood, and this deci-
sion may largely depend on the numerical solver used.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a new WM (VYBA23) based on RL that use
agents to control the wall-shear stress in a flow. The model has been
developed after an analysis of a previous RLWM (BK22) that was
found to produce a log-layer mismatch at large Reynolds numbers due

to their choice of states.34 The VYBA23 model outperforms BK22
WM by normalizing one of the states and is able to accurately predict
the log law for large Reynolds numbers (up to Res ¼ 1010). It has also
been tested for its ability to predict wall-shear stress fluctuations and
has been found to be consistent with filtered DNS35 and with EWM.36

FIG. 11. States-action maps for VYBA23 WM at (a) Res ¼ 180, (b) Res ¼ 103, (c) Res ¼ 105, and (d) Res ¼ 1010. The following density contours are plotted: 20%, 40%,
60%, and 80%.

TABLE III. Precision, recall, and accuracy scores for BK22 and VYBA23 WMs.

Precision Recall

WM Res an > 1 an < 1 an > 1 an < 1 Accuracy

BK22 180 0.61 0.38 0.48 0.51 0.49
VYBA23 180 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.93 0.92
BK22 103 0.61 0.40 0.49 0.52 0.50
VYBA23 103 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.91
BK22 105 0.66 0.40 0.51 0.55 0.53
VYBA23 105 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.83
BK22 1010 0.57 0.42 0.45 0.53 0.49
VYBA23 1010 0.64 0.65 0.67 0.62 0.64
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The effect of changing the parameters of the agents, such as the
action range (Da), time step (Dt), and the number of agents (Nagents),
was also studied. The predictions of the log law remain unchanged,
but it was found that these parameters can affect wall-shear stress fluc-
tuations and velocity fluctuations.

This research provides promising results as the VYBA23 model
was trained using only a single Reynolds number (Res ¼ 104) without
the need for high-fidelity data, yet it still demonstrates good perfor-
mance in a much broader range. RL algorithms surpass supervised
ML as they work directly with a reward rather than an output error,
eliminating the need for filtered DNS data and the inconsistency prob-
lem between the a priori and a posteriori computations of the inputs of
the model.

Physical knowledge can be incorporated into these models
through the use of rewards and states, as proven by the works of Ref.
22 and this research. By shaping the states, the way the RL algorithm
represents the environment can be controlled and the dependence on
the Reynolds number can be reduced. Furthermore, the states-action
map, which serves as the policy of the agents, provides a clear under-
standing of the actions taken by the RL model. This eliminates the
black-box nature of traditional ML models, providing a more inter-
pretable solution.

To implement this type of MLmodel, a coupling of the RL library
with the CFD solver is required, which can be challenging due to the
need for communication between different programing languages. In
the future, if the superiority of these models is established, it may be
worthwhile to explore more efficient methods for extracting the
trained model, thus eliminating the need for coupling with the RL
library. Such a development could increase exchange and testing of
RLWMs within the community, thereby improving their adoption
and confidence in their use.

FIG. 13. Velocity fluctuations for (a) Da ¼ 0:025, (b) Da ¼ 0:05, and (c) Da ¼ 0:10. Other parameters are set to the baseline configuration (Dt ¼ 10dt and Nagents ¼ 256,
see Table I).

FIG. 14. Velocity fluctuations for (a) Dt ¼ dt, (b) Dt ¼ 5dt, and (c) Dt ¼ 10dt. Other parameters are set to the baseline configuration (Da ¼ 0:10 and Nagents ¼ 256, see
Table I).

FIG. 12. Wall-shear stress fluctuations as a function of friction Reynolds number.
We test the similarity rule between two pairs of RLWMs varying agents’ parameters:
ð0:05; 10dtÞ with ð0:10; 20dtÞ and ð0:01; dtÞ with ð0:10; 10dtÞ. The number of
agents is set to Nagents ¼ 256.
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The strength of the RL approach is discussed in detail in Ref. 22.
Conventional empirical models, RLWMs, and other ML WMs all
have their own strengths and weaknesses. The purpose of this paper
is not to establish the superiority of the RL approach over other
approaches. Rather, we aim to address an issue identified in Ref. 22,
namely, the log-law recovery. We consider the recovery of the log
law to be an essential step toward creating more general WMs—if a
model cannot capture the log law, it would be hard for it to capture
other flow phenomena. RL has demonstrated its potential in solving
very large dimensional problems, with the ability to handle up to
10170 states in the game of Go,84 representing a significant achieve-
ment in the field of ML. It is believed that this capability could be
useful in turbulence modeling, which is a high dimensional problem
due to the wide range of scales that increases with the Reynolds num-
ber. Such an approach could prove particularly valuable in predicting
complex flow problems, including separated flows, where significant
progress could be made.
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